
star trek
episode 12:  mudd in your eye

 "What was once known becomes unknown.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."
2269.273.75:  Established Orbit Around Risa IV

[RoleplayThe crew has been granted much deserved R&R while we re-establish 
Federation contact with resettled Risa.  True to their tenaciously gregarious 
culture, Risa has been built anew.  The original Risa fell victim to the Genesis 
Event that rewrote much of this quadrant.  The reborn fourth planet in the system, 
however, has proven to be an equal to the original in every way; pristine weather, 
exquisite ecology, white sandy beaches, warm water, and now the beautiful, 
resettled, Risan people.  We will be going planetside in shifts to enjoy a bit of 
relaxation.
[Roleplaying.]
 The crew is taking some well-deserved rest on the miraculous world of 
Risa.  This is, technically, "new" Risa, as the old was consumed by the Genesis 
Event.  In a testament to the strength of the Risan peoples, however, they have 
proven that the loss of their world has not changed their attitude or demeanor 
one bit.  They are still gregarious hosts.  
 Fortunately, the new Risa (planet number 3 instead of number 4) boasts 
the same idyllic coastlines, near-perfect weather, and terrestial beauty that attract 
visitors from around the quadrant.  Or will, once the Genesis Expanse has 
reopened for general travel.  Still, it is a busy planet, there are many species with 
no regard for Federation lines, and Risa is not a Federation planet.  
 While planetside, a crewmember or two will be approached by a pair of 
attractive women seeking some companionship.  One of them should immedi-
ately recognize one as one of the women that approached them and caused such 
a stir when they visited the planet several years previous aboard Solace.  After a 
moment, she recognizes the crewmember as well and flees.  A chase ensues, 
which leads the pair to a small brothel where they see a dozen, or more, of the 
android women.  They will also catch sight of Harry Mudd (who also sees them).  
He flees into the brothel and vanishes from sight.  Scans will indicate strong 
emanations from within the building which Soong can easily identify as trans-
porter signatures.
 Not willing to take the chance, Tigan puts Antares on Intruder Alert for 
the duration of the ship's stay.  Despite the precaution, Mudd manages it again.  
In a cut-scene treat, we get to watch as a sleek and streamlined shuttle silently 
slides close to Antares, and a black-suited Mudd makes a dangerous, powerless 
spacewalk from the shuttle to Antares hull, where he carefully crawls along the 
outer skin to an airlock and, via porthole and a laser pointer-like device, estab-
lishes an internal pattern enhancer, then beams himself inside the ship.
 Once inside he begins looking for something, using a small, sleek 
tricorder of clearly advanced design, and begins making his way purposefully 
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Chapter Two: Intruder Alert

[Roleplaying and action.  Scene Aspects:  INTRUDER ALERT]
through the ship.  He encounters a pair of security guards (including a PC or two) 
and quickly takes them down (using an advanced phaser set on stun).  This 
encounter, however, confirms to the crew of his presence as he is either spotted, 
or the unconscious victims are discovered.  Reed and Security take command of 
the hunt for Mudd, securing all potential access points to areas of key interest, 
while personnel are to stay in whichever location they are currently in.
 We cut to a science lab where crew are studying Borg components (or, 
better yet, conducting tests on a Borg-infected PC!) when Mudd enters.  He 
dispatches scientists with stun shots from his phaser, then switches to a different 
gun and EMP/stuns the Borged PC.  Responding to the energy outbursts, 
Security makes it to the science lab just as they see Mudd, with an unconscious 
Pren, transport out of the ship.
 Immediately, they detect the small shuttle, as it launches something at 
Antares which passes through the ship's shields and clamps on to the ship's hull.  
The shuttle then goes to warp.  As Antares attempts to follow, they discover that 
the attached device is a Romulan gravitic mine that, while attached, will not allow 
the ship to enter warp.  Removing the mine will take a bit of time (someone must 
go out on the skin of the ship to deprogram and remove it).  Meanwhile, other 
crewmembers can track the signature of the shuttle and determine possible 
destinations.  
 Aboard the shuttle, the captured PC comes to in a forcefield enclosed 
section of the small, sleek ship.  Mudd is there, in the co-pilot's seat while one of 
the android women is in the pilot's seat.  Mudd is talking to someone on a views-
creen, but the angle of the screen eliminates any ability to see who it is.  Mudd, 
however, is visibly nervous when talking to this person.  The PC awakes to hearing 
them talk about them.
Mudd:  "Yes, I have it and a sample. <he holds up a sleek datapad>  We are en 
route and---"  
Mysterious Female:  "Don't be more of an idiot than usual!  Don't come directly 
here; they'll follow you as soon as they can. A contingency plan has been put in 
place.  We're not without a sense of irony.  Head to these coordinates.  If you 
don't meet them by the indicated time, we'll come looking for you at Mother's."
Mudd:  <resigned sigh and nod> "Understood."
 When Mudd notices the PC is awake, he frowns and remarks to his 
android companion that the nanites in "it" seem stronger than predicted.  "That 
blast should have kept you offline for a few more hours, at least.  It doesn't really 
matter, though.  One way or another, they'll get what they need."
 Back aboard Antares, the mine should be disabled by now, and the 
moment they do and the PC is transported back inside, Tigan orders Antares to 
go to emergency warp to chase down that shuttle.  The shuttle is fast, almost as 
fast as Antares at maximum warp, but not as fast as Antares' emergency speed.  
In a few hours, they catch the shuttle on sensors and then begin closing fast to 
the point that they can use phasers to attempt to disable the small craft.  It seems 
successful, as the shuttle drops from warp and immediately goes into evasive  
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Chapter Three: Android World

[Roleplaying and action.  Scene Aspects:  BRIAR PATCH [P], REPLICATION FACILITY]
maneuvers.  It proves to be a delaying tactic, however, as the Orion Pirate Queen 
arrives with her acquired Klingon vessel and immediately attacks Antares.  The 
Klingon ship is too much of a threat to be ignored, and the moment Antares 
turns its attention to it, Mudd's shuttle goes to warp again.  This time, however, 
Tigan is not playing around and she orders Liara to take the Klingon vessel out of 
the picture.  Finally, the Orion Pirate Queen is killed as her ship is destroyed.  The 
fight takes its toll on Antares, however, and gives Mudd a solid lead.  
 Not so solid, however, that the crew cannot track the shuttle's signature.  
They follow it to the Briar Patch.  Despite the chaotic energy readings the nebula 
Antares' superior sensors (and superior sensor operator) detects the gravita-
tional body of a planet, Alzbar.  Tigan orders Antares into the Briar Patch.  Careful 
navigation will be required, as the Briar Patch is one of the most hostile stellar 
locations in the quadrant (consider it a WR +8 attack whenever appropriate).  In 
short order, they find Alzbar, which is a smallish, atmosphere-bearing rock with a 
single structure protected within a mountain, but bearing a powerful energy 
signature unlike anything Soong has seen before.  An away strike team boards a 
shuttle as the nebula's energies, of course, make transporters iffy.  
 Down to Alzbar they go, and discover a tremendous manufacturing 
facility that is designed to replicate android women!  It is staffed by dozens of 
them and, as Soong calculates, has the capability to churn out dozens per year!  
Certainly not enough to build an army, but more than enough to infiltrate nearly 
any human-like galactic government.  A firefight will break out as the away team 
searches for their captured crewmember.  Eventually, they find them(either 
escaped or locked in a forcefield containment) along with a limping Mudd.  
Mudd is finally captured, the PC rescued, and the facility, damaged during the 
firefight, is about to explode.  Everyone heads back to Antares, which then leaves 
the system with Mudd as a captive.
 They are met up with a Larson-class ship (USS Themisto) which takes 
Mudd and heads back to Sol for interrogation and processing while Antares 
heads on (or back to Risa to retreive any crew momentarily left behind).  The PC 
that had been captured is no worse for wear and has no real idea what Mudd 
wanted, or who Mudd was talking to.
 In a closing cut-scene, however, Themisto is attacked en route to Sol, 
with several combat armored troops seeming to beam in from nowhere 
(remarked by the Larson's captain with great surprise as, "Where in the Hell did 
you come from?!" just before grabbing his head in apparent excrutiating pain, 
then getting disintegrated; and whose appearance is strikingly similar to the 
commando team seen in the first episode’s cut scene) and free Mudd.  We hear 
the same mysterious female's voice from before say, "You had better not have 
failed.  You have it?"  Mudd nods, pats the thigh of his limping leg, and winces.  
"See?  Even an idiot like you can do it right, from time to time.  The sample on 
that datachip should prove invaluable."  Mudd strains a very hollow smile, and 
we cut to black and end the Season.
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ALZBARIAN ANDROID MUDD’S ANGELS  ESSENTIALLY ALIVE

Agility:  2 Endurance:  5 Perception:  2 Strength:  4
UNREAL   RUGGED  WIDE-BAND MACHINE

REFLEXES CONSTRUCTION SENSORS MIGHT

Craft:  3 Knowledge:  1 Reasoning:  1 Willpower:  4
TECHNICAL     MACHINE MIND

DATABASE

Deception:  3 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  3 Resources:  0
  
Andoid Body (Inherent armor; immune to stun)
Pheromone Cloud (+2 Deception or Persuasion, as appropriate, to  
 cloud judgment and sway perceptions; stun WR +4 attack)
Strong (+2 Strength rolls for applications of might)
Striking Looks (+2 Persuasion rolls for those that looks matter)
Tough (+2 Physical stress boxes)

Physical  nnnnnnnnnnn  Armor  nnn
Composure  nnnnnnn
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circe, eve, and magda
 Mudd’s “angels”, Circe, Eve, and Magda are three beautiful women of 
unique design and potency.  All three are sophisticated androids built by a replicat-
ing facility on a planet (Alzbar) within the Briar Patch.  They are strong, practically 
invulnerable, and capable of emitting a pheromone cloud that befuddles the 
senses and mind of nearly any sentient that comes in contact with it.  All three view 
Mudd as their lord, performing his wishes without question.

Circe Eve Magda



EX-STARFLEET INTELLIGENCE LUCK BE MY LADY 
LUCK IS A HARSH MISTRESS ON AN UNKNOWN MISSION

WANTED MAN   “I’VE GOT AN ANGLE...”

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
COMBAT TRAINED  DETAIL-ORIENTED

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  2 Willpower:  2
RESOURCEFUL   ALWAYS A PLAN

Deception:  3 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  3 Resources:  2
CON ARTIST NO ONE ELSE

  MATTERS 

Con Artist (substitute Deception for Empathy for Assessments)
Eye for Crime (+2 Perception to notice criminal actions)
First Impression (+2 bonus on first Persuasion roll to impress)
Fleet of Foot (+2 bonus to run)
Hide in Plain Sight (+2 bonus to remain hidden while stationary)
Precise Memory (+2 bonus to recall information)
Takes One to Know One (substitute Deception for Empathy to  
 determine if a subject is lying)
Weapon Specialist - Type II Phaser (+1 attack rolls)

Physical  nnnn  Armor  n
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harcourt “harry” mudd
 Whether going by Harcourt 
“Harry” Mudd, or his favorite pseudonym, 
Leo Francis Walsh, this man is the ultimate 
con artist.  Except, he is truly less con and 
more artist.  Harry Mudd is ex-Starfleet 
Intelligence; highly trained, quite capable, 
and on a mission no one could possibly yet 
predict or understand.  For now, he has 
come into a fortunate bit of power by 
discovering a powerful android replication 
center on the planet Alzbar, and plans to 
use the women created there to steal a ship 
(more accurately, its records), in this case, a 
Starfleet ship, the Solace. Harcourt “Harry” Mudd
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briar patch

 The Briar Patch, also known as Klach D’kel Brakt (the original Klingon 
name), is a region in Sector 441 which contains dangerous space matter, includ-
ing the remains of supernovae, false vacuum fluctuations, metaphasic radiation, 
and several planetoids.  Starships in the vicinity must keep speed at two-thirds 
impulse (or lower) to avoid overheating impulse manifolds.  The colloquial “Briar 
Patch” name used throughout the Federation was first coined by criminal geneti-
cist Arik Soong in the 22nd century.
 The Briar Patch contains the stars SNC 461206 and UFC 8117.

alzbar

climate warm and dry.  Due to its remote location, ecology, and natural resources, 
Alzbar made a perfect location for Mudd’s android replication factory.  Sand-
wiched between two shielding mountain ranges, rich with transporter and 
sensor-obscuring kelbonite deposits, the facility (called “Mother”) sits safe and 
secure.  From this location, Mudd carries out his various operations and assign-
ments for his unknown benefactor.

Classification:  M
Size:  2,148 km diameter
Gravity:  .65G
 Alzbar, hidden within 
the Briar Patch, is a small 
planetoid with a breathable 
atmosphere and abundant 
geothermal energy.  Alzbar has 
minimal surface water 
(although numerous subterra-
nean tributaries feed surface 
vegetation), making the local 
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Klingon D-5-Class Battle Cruiser

Date Commissioned:  2157  
 An older, but still quite dangerous, Klingon battle cruiser, the D-5 is 
known throughout the galaxy for it’s similarities to it’s builders.  D-5’s are rugged 
and durable, notoriously difficult to destroy, in part to the hardened and 
reinforced superstructure, as well potent deflector shield design that was decades 
ahead of it’s time.  Of course, that was when they were first implemented, putting 
the D-5 on par with most modern destroyers.  In addition to the D-5’s stalwart 
defenses, like any Klingon warship, it boasts significant firepower.  Several disrup-
tor batteries are mounted at strategic points, along with the Klingon-standard 
foreward mounted torpedo launcher.

D-5-class bridge

 Of course, as other 
cultures’ technology has caught 
up, the Klingon Empire has devel-
oped newer, more powerful 
starships, making the D-5 an older, 
nearly obsolete model.  Again, by 
Klingon standards.  Compared to 
other vessels of it’s size and classi-
fication, however, the D-5 is still a 
formidable vessel with more 
firepower than most Starfleet 
starships.  In addition, the capacity 
for nearly five hundred Klingon 
warriors makes the D-5 battle 
cruiser a frightening opponent on 
the galactic battlefield.  Recently, 
many D-5s have been retrofitted 
with the latest Klingon technol-
ogy.
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Klingon D-5-Class Battle Cruiser

Starship Data
Decks:  16

Length:  208.68m Height:  42.25m Beam:  152.2m

Crew:  300 Passengers:  180

Drives:   Type STN 5 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 6 cruising/8 maximum/10 emergency)
 K-HEU-4 Impulse Drive (.6c maximum)
Defenses:  Class-2 Deflector Grid
Weapon Systems: 4x K-GDM Disruptor Batteries (2x fore/starboard/aft; 2x fore/port/aft)
  1x KP-6 Photon Torpedo Launcher (fore)
  Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:   Class 2 Operations System with Extended Life Support and Personnel  
  Launch Bay (4x Klingon shuttlecraft)
  Transporter Pads
    
Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3

Aspects: KLINGON BATTLE CRUISER  VENERABLE WARSHIP FOR THE EMPIRE!

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  2  Structure:  4 Sensors:  2
  EXPOSED NACELLES  RUGGED FRAME VULNERABLE SENSORS 
Speed:  2  Systems:  3  Weapons:  3   

Advantages:  Armored (+2 vs. Physical damage), Cloaking Device, Deflector Shields II (-5 DR), 
Disruptor Batteries (WR +5; +2 accuracy; +2 accuracy & WR or FP for attack against all in zone), 
Electronic Counter Measures (+2 Systems vs. system attacks), Polarized Hull (+2 vs. Energy damage), 
Reinforced Structure, Security Specialists (+2 vs. shipboard crew attack & defense), Torpedo Launcher 
(WR +5; FP after 1st use), Tractor Beam (Strength 7), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnnnnn

Struct.:   nnnnnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 


